AERA 2010

Denver

American Educational Research Association
Annual Meeting

Faculty, Student, Alumni, and Staff Presentations
FRIDAY, April 30
12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
James Collins (LAI professor) (symposium/presenter)
Jaekyung Lee (CSEP associate professor) (symposium/non-presenter)
Integrating Reading and Writing Strategies: Results of the Writing-Intensive Reading Comprehension Study
Colorado Convention Center/Room 205

12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Peter Shafer (ELP doctoral student) (paper session/presenter)
“Heroic Qualities and Magical Gifts”: Authority, Formation, and the Inconvenient Imaginings of a Wildly Diverse Group of Adult Theology Students
Colorado Convention Center/Room 708

12:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Lois Weis (SUNY distinguished professor) (governance session/participant)
AERA Council of Editors – Closed Meeting
Hyatt Regency Denver/Capitol Ballroom 1

4:05 p.m. – 5:35 p.m.
Ming Chiu (LAI professor) and X. Christine Wang (LAI associate professor) (paper session/presenters)
Deciphering Participation: Statistical Discourse Analysis of Young Children’s Peer Tutoring at Computers
Colorado Convention Center/Room 204

4:05 p.m. – 5:35 p.m.
Lois Weis (SUNY distinguished professor) (governance session/participant)
AERA Publications Committee and Journal Editors – Closed Meeting
Hyatt Regency Denver/Capitol Ballroom 6 & 7

4:05 p.m. – 5:35 p.m.
Susan Winton (ELP assistant professor) (roundtable session/presenter)
The Early Impact of Bill 212: Changes to Ontario’s Safe Schools Act
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 2

SATURDAY, May 1
8:15 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
Ming Chiu (LAI professor) (poster session/non-presenter)
Effects of Group Argumentation Processes on Justification
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 3

8:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.
Gregory Dimitriadis (ELP professor) (symposium/presenter)
Coming Back to the Text Again: Leslie Fielder on Popular Culture, Sexuality, and Pedagogy
Colorado Convention Center/Room 112
10:35 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.
Catherine Cornbleth (LAI professor) (roundtable session/presenter)
*Examining How Practicum and Student-Teaching Sites “Teach” About Race and Class*
Hyatt Regency Denver/Korbell Ballroom 2

10:35 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.
Jaekyung Lee (CSEP associate professor) (invited roundtable/non-presenter)
*American Educational Research Journal (Social and Institutional Analysis Section)*
Colorado Convention Center/Four Seasons Ballroom 4

10:35 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.
Bradley Porfilio (ELP alumnus) (paper session/discussant)
*The Transformation of Schools: Media Impact on Social Change, Teaching Practices, and Literacy*
Colorado Convention Center/Room 107

10:35 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.
Lois Weis (SUNY distinguished professor) (roundtable session/presenter)
Heather Jenkins and Amy Stich (ELP doctoral students) (roundtable session/non-presenters)
*American Educational Research Journal (Social and Institutional Analysis Section)*
Colorado Convention Center/Four Seasons Ballroom 4

2:15 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.
Kristin Cipollone (ELP doctoral student) (roundtable session/presenter)
“It’s About Time Someone Studied Us!”: The College Process From the (Ad)Vantage Point of Middle- and Upper-Class Public School Students
Heather Jenkins (ELP doctoral student) (roundtable session/non-presenter)
*Reputation, Resources, and Differential Outcomes: Black Students Across Class and Gender Inside Elite Private Schools*
Amy Stich (ELP doctoral student) (roundtable session/presenter)
“A Laudable Goal, Resting on Faulty Assumptions”: Democratizing Art’s Elite History in Higher Education
Colorado Convention Center/Rooms 109, 111, 113

2:15 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.
Douglas Clements (SUNY distinguished professor) (structured poster session/presenter)
Julie Sarama (LAI associate professor) (structured poster session/non-presenter)
A *Comparison of Representations of Length: A Microgenetic Analysis*
A *Longitudinal Analysis of Unit Iteration Concepts for Length, Area, and Volume (Grades 2-4)*
*Hypothetical Learning Trajectory for Length in the Early Years*
Colorado Convention Center/Room 607

2:15 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.
Yong Hee Lee (LAI doctoral student) (paper session/presenter)
Parents’ Language Ideology and Attitudes on Heritage Language Maintenance: Comparison Study of Monoracial and Interracial Korean Families
Colorado Convention Center/Room 701
2:15 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.
**Anastasia Riazantseva** (LAI assistant professor) (paper session/presenter)
*Literacy and Academic Achievement: A Case Study of Successful Immigrant College Students*
Colorado Convention Center/Room 407

4:05 p.m. – 5:35 p.m.
**Lois Weis** (SUNY distinguished professor) (invited session/participant)
*A Conversation with Journal Editors: Unearthing Academic Publishing*
Colorado Convention Center/Room 604

6:15 p.m. – 7:45 p.m.
**Catherine Cornbleth** (LAI professor), **Jaekyung Lee** (CSEP associate professor), **Yoshiko Nozaki** (ELP associate professor), and **Lois Weis** (SUNY distinguished professor) (governance session/participants)
*American Educational Research Journal (Social and Institutional Analysis) – Closed Editorial Board Meeting*
Hyatt Regency Denver/Capitol Ballroom 6 & 7

**SUNDAY, May 2**

8:15 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
**Douglas Clements** (SUNY distinguished professor) (working group roundtable/presenter)
**Julie Sarama** (LAI associate professor) (working group roundtable/non-presenter)
*The TRIAD/Building Blocks Scale-Up Project: Effectiveness and Diffusion*
Sheraton Denver/Director’s Row H

8:15 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
**Namsook Kim** (LAI doctoral student) (poster session/presenter)
*Multimodal ESL Instruction Exploring New Teaching in an Adolescent English as a Second Language Classroom*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 3

8:15 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
**Xiaoyan Liu** (CSEP doctoral student) (poster session/presenter)
*Using ECLS-K to Examine the Developmental Relationship Between Social Skills and Academic Competence*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 3

8:15 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
**Bradley Porfilio** (ELP alumnus) (roundtable session/presenter)
*Developing Socially Just Personas Through Critical-Service Learning: White Preservice Teachers Confront Homelessness and Inequality*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 2

8:15 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
**X. Christine Wang** (LAI associate professor) (symposium/presenter)
*Young Children’s Technology Experiences in Multiple Contexts: Brofenbrenner’s Ecological Theory Reconsidered*
Colorado Convention Center/Room 610, 612
8:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.
Gregory Dimitriadis (ELP professor) (paper session/discussant)
*Developing Children’s Voice in a Marginalized Community*
Colorado Convention Center/Room 112

10:35 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.
Michelle Ciminelli and Vicki Collet (LAI doctoral students) (roundtable session/presenters)
*Polyphonic Research Design: Employing Dialogue to Enhance Qualitative Research*
Sheraton Denver/Grand Ballroom Section 2

10:35 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.
Julie Gorlewski (ELP alumna) (roundtable session/presenter)
“Praxis as Possibility”: *Standardized Assessment, Writing Instruction, and the Pursuit of Social Justice*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 2

10:35 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.
Letitia Thomas (ELP alumna) (roundtable session/presenter)
Danielle Johnson (ELP doctoral student) (roundtable session/non-presenter)
*They’re Smart, so They’re OK: Assessing Satisfaction, Self-Efficacy, and Self-Concept of Talented Students*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 2

12:25 p.m. – 1:55 p.m.
Rima Aranha (ELP doctoral student) (symposium/presenter)
*Negotiating Higher-Education Choices, Marriage, and Career: Women Undergraduate Students in India*
Yoshiko Nozaki (ELP associate professor) and Maria Sian Lew (ELP doctoral student) (symposium/presenters)
*The Reverse Gender Gap and Higher Education in the Philippines*
Heather Maladano (ELP doctoral student) (symposium/presenter)
*Duality of Structure/Duality of Higher Education: The Reverse Gender Gap and Women’s Experiences in U.S. Higher Education*
Tomoka Toraiwa (ELP alumna) (symposium/presenter)
*Women’s “Choice” and Higher Education in Japan*
Colorado Convention Center/Room 107

12:25 p.m. – 1:55 p.m.
Carrie Freie (ELP alumna) (roundtable session/presenter)
“A Lot of Classes Just aren’t Going to Help Me”: *Navigating the Complex Environment of Identity, Relationships, Work, and School Among First-Generation College Students in Teacher Education*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 2
12:25 p.m. – 1:55 p.m.
Sarah Robert (LAI assistant professor) (roundtable session/presenter)
*Teachers at Work, Policy at Work: What is the Relationship?*
Sheraton Denver/Grand Ballroom Section 2

12:25 p.m. – 1:55 p.m.
X. Christine Wang (LAI associate professor) (roundtable session/presenter)
*Exploring Preschoolers’ Use of Semantic Organizers to Support Meaning Vocabulary Development*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 2

2:15 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.
Douglas Clements (SUNY distinguished professor) and Julie Sarama (LAI associate professor) (paper session/presenters)
*Evaluation of a Developmental Progression for Length Measurement Using the Rasch Model*
Colorado Convention Center/Room 708

2:15 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.
X. Christine Wang (LAI associate professor) (poster session/presenter)
*Exploring Buddy Reading as a Context for Young Children’s Application of New Meaning Vocabulary*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 3

**MONDAY, May 3**

8:15 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
Sean Turner (LAI doctoral student) (roundtable session/presenter)
*Transforming Incarcerated Youth: Exploring New Possibilities for Disenfranchised Students and Their Teachers to Shape and Negotiate Multimodal Literacy Practices in the Classroom Through the Arts*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 2

8:15 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
Yan Zhao (ELP alumna) (poster session/presenter)
*A “Capital” Framework for Analyzing Chinese Higher Education and College Students in a Time of Change*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 3

8:15 a.m. – 10:15 a.m.
Sarah Robert (LAI assistant professor) (paper session/presenter)
*Some Teachers are Brave, Others are Caring: Teachers’ Work Incentives, Politics, and Educational Inequality in Argentina*
Sheraton Denver/Plaza Court 2

10:35 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.
Vicki Collet (LAI doctoral student) (paper session/presenter)
*The Gradual Increase of Responsibility Model: Coaching for Teacher Change*
Sheraton Denver/Governor’s Square 12
12:25 p.m. – 1:55 p.m.
**Kuo-Min Chiu** (ELP doctoral student) (paper session/presenter)
*Imagined Nationality Through History Curriculum Reform: Case Study on Across-Taiwanese Generations in the U.S.*
Colorado Convention Center/Room 112

12:25 p.m. – 1:55 p.m.
**Douglas Clements** (SUNY distinguished professor) and **Julie Sarama** (LAI associate professor) (roundtable session/non-presenters)
**Alissa Lange** (LAI postdoctoral associate) (roundtable session/presenter)
*Effects of an Early Math Curriculum on Early Literacy and Language: Impacts, Mediators, and Moderators*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 2

12:25 p.m. – 1:55 p.m.
**Julia Colyar** (ELP assistant professor) (roundtable session/presenter)
*Low-Income Students and the Transition to College: A Poststructural Analysis of Student Support*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 2

12:25 p.m. – 1:55 p.m.
**Jill Gradwell** (LAI alumna) (roundtable session/chair)
*Social Studies Pedagogies*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 2

12:25 p.m. – 1:55 p.m.
**Catherine Lalonde** (ELP alumna) (symposium/presenter)
**Sarah Robert** (LAI assistant professor) (symposium/presenter)
*A Hunger for Education: High School Feeding Programs, Teachers’ Work, and Education Politics in Argentina*
Colorado Convention Center/Room 711

12:25 p.m. – 1:55 p.m.
**Lois Weis** (SUNY distinguished professor) (invited session/participant)
*Division G Early Career Mentoring Session*
Hyatt Regency Denver/Quartz

2:15 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.
**Miao Li** (ELP doctoral student) (poster session/presenter)
*Narrowing the Achievement Gap for Asian ELL Students: Perspectives on Parental Involvement*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 3

2:15 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.
**Amy Stich** (ELP doctoral student) (roundtable session/chair)
*Reform Development From a Neo-Liberal Perspective: Can It Make a Difference?*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbel Ballroom 2
4:05 p.m. – 5:35 p.m.  
Kristin Cipollone, Heather Jenkins, Vikas John, Chien-Chen Kung, Amy Stich, and Carolyn Stirling (ELP doctoral students) (fireside chat/participants)
Jaekyung Lee (CSEP associate professor) and Lois Weis (SUNY distinguished professor) (fireside chat/discussants)
Colorado Convention Center/Room 207

4:05 p.m. – 5:35 p.m.  
Bradley Porfilio (ELP alumnus) (paper session/presenter)
*Promoting Critical Media Literacy in Schools of Education Through the U.S. 2008 Presidential Election*
Colorado Convention Center/Room 606

4:05 p.m. – 6:05 p.m.  
Susan Winton (ELP assistant professor) (paper session/presenter)
*Democracy in Education Through Community-Based Policy Dialogues*
Sheraton Denver/Plaza Court 8

**TUESDAY, May 4**

8:15 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.  
Reva Fish (CSEP alumna) (roundtable session/presenter)
*Education Intensity and the Academic Benefits of Attending Preschool*
Colorado Convention Center/Korbell Ballroom 2

10:35 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.  
Douglas Clements (SUNY distinguished professor) (paper session/presenter)
Julie Sarama (LAI associate professor), Mary Elaine Spitler (LAI alumna), and Christopher Wolfe (LAI postdoctoral associate) (paper session/non-presenters)
*Scaling Up Successful Interventions in Diverse Environments: Longitudinal Analyses of an Early Math Intervention*
Colorado Convention Center/Room 102

10:35 a.m. – 12:05 p.m.  
Jaekyung Lee (CSEP associate professor) (paper session/presenter)
*Unfulfilled Promises of NCLB Test-Driven Accountability Policy: Comparative Interrupted Time-Series Analysis of 1990-2007 NAEP State Reading and Math Assessment Data*
Sheraton Denver/Governor’s Square 16

2:15 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.  
Nathan Daun-Barnett (ELP assistant professor) (paper session/presenter)
*Community College Baccalaureate: A Fixed-Effects, Multiyear Study of the Influence of State Policy on Nursing Degree Production*
Colorado Convention Center/Room 103